Abstract. Based on weighted signal covariance (WSC) matrix and maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, a directionof-arrival (DOA) estimation method of multiple moving targets is designed and named as WSC-ML in the presence of impulse noise. In order to overcome the shortcoming of the multidimensional search cost of maximum likelihood estimation, a novel continuous quantum particle swarm optimization (QPSO) is proposed for this continuous optimization problem. And a tracking method of multiple moving targets in impulsive noise environment is proposed and named as QPSO-WSC-ML. Later, we make use of rank-one updating to update the weighted signal covariance matrix of WSC-ML. Simulation results illustrate the proposed QPSO-WSC-ML method is efficient and robust for the direction tracking of multiple moving targets in the presence of impulse noise.
Introduction
In array signal processing domain, the estimation of DOA has been a top research subject in the past several decades, and the technology of DOA estimation is of great interest for many sensor systems such as radar, sonar, electronic surveillance, seismic exploration and so on [1] . DOA estimation makes use of the signal received by the sensor array to estimate the direction of the target, hence, the algorithm of estimation directly affects its performance. Numerous improved methods have been proposed after conventional methods, such as the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation and approximate maximum likelihood estimation [2] [3] . In the spatial spectrum estimation, the method is simple and has excellent performances in both asymptotic and threshold domains. Nevertheless, the process of implementation is complex, which involves a multidimensional nonlinear optimization problem with an increased computational burden. With the rapid development of intelligent computing technology, scholars began to estimate the directions of arrival by all kinds of intelligent algorithms, which have undoubtedly been powerful tools to overcome the drawback of the method [4] [5] [6] .
As conventional DOA estimation methods assumed that the noise environment is Gaussian noise, however, in the practice, many random signals and noises are not Gaussian distribution, such as lightning atmospheric noises, the underwater acoustic signals, the line instantaneous peak voice signals of the communications as well as a lot of man-made noises. Above noises have a notable peak value characteristic, and may be described by different characteristics of the SαS process in which second order moment and high order moment do not exist, so some low order moments are designed to solve this problem [7] [8] . At present, dynamic tracking is studied in the Gaussian noise environment, but dynamic tracking of the impulse noise environment is still a theory difficulty.
Therefore, in order to solve dynamic tracking problem of the impulse noise environment, a WSC-ML method is proposed, then the QPSO algorithm is designed to solve tracking equation of the WSC-ML method under impulsive noise environment. The proposed tracking method of multiple moving target is called as QPSO-WSC-ML. This method can avoid the decompositions of the fractional lower order moments matrix which should be repeated in the method based on subspace tracking, and performs better than other methods based on subspace tracking in the aspect of tracking precision. O .The kth snapshot sample data which is received by linear array is defined as 
Tracking model of multiple moving targets
where V represents a constant. The weighted signal covariance (WSC) matrix of the first snapshot sampling data can be estimated by the following equation.
For the (k+1)th snapshot sample data, the weighted signal covariance matrix is updated as follows.
where
is the covariance matrix of the (k+1)th weighted snapshot sample data, and ) (k C is weighted signal covariance matrix of the kth received data, P denotes the updating factor.
The tracking problem is to estimate the angle ) ,... 
where trace( ) represents the trace function of the matrix,
is weighted signal covariance matrix of the kth sampling data.
The DOA estimation of the proposed WSC-ML could be considered as a classical continuous optimization algorithm, hence, we use the proposed continuous QPSO algorithm as the optimization method to search for the global optimal solution of WSC-ML and find the directions of moving targets.
3 Direction tracking of multiple moving targets based on QPSO 3.1 Quantum particle swarm optimization Quantum particle swarm optimization is a novel intelligent optimization algorithm inspired by social and quantum behavior metaphor of particles. In the proposed QPSO algorithm, a quantum position can be used to produce the corresponding particle's position which represents a latent solution. The quantum position of the qth particle is defined as , .. . particle, the best quantum position (e.g. the local optimal quantum position) of the qth particle and the best quantum position (e.g. the global optimal quantum position) of the whole quantum particle swarm, respectively. Therefore, the velocity of the qth particle is updated as 
where max w , min w , t and max t denote the maximum weighted coefficient, the minimum weighted coefficient, the current number of iterations and the maximum number of iterations, respectively. If the particle's velocity The evolutionary process of quantum position is mainly completed through quantum rotation gate [9] [10] . In the algorithm, the mth dimension of quantum position of the qth particle qm y is updated as 
where abs( ) represents the absolute value function which restrains quantum bit in the range of [0,1], and qm v denotes the mth dimension of velocity of the qth particle. Additionally, t represents the number of iterations of QPSO.
Direction tracking of multiple moving targets based on QPSO
In QPSO, the initial searching bound of the first snapshot is limited to defined domain of direction. As for the other snapshots, the searching space will change with the past searching value and the related parameter when the signal sources move. And the searching bound is derived as According to introduction and analysis above, multiple targets tracking method of QPSO-WSC-ML is described as follows.
Step 1: According to the first snapshot sample data, initialize weighted signal covariance matrix (1) C , where
Step 2: Initialize searching boundary with definition domain of variants, and initialize quantum position and velocity of quantum particle swarm by random method.
Step 3: Compute the fitness of the quantum position of each particle by (12), and initialize the local optimal quantum position and the global optimal quantum position.
Step 4: Number of iterations for direction finding of the kth snapshot is set as
where H is set as constant and round( ) represents rounding function, and update the velocity and the quantum position of each particle.
Step 5: According to the corresponding position of the quantum position, compute corresponding fitness of the quantum position.
Step 6: Update the local optimal quantum position of each particle and the global optimal quantum position of the whole quantum particle swarm.
Step 7: If the end condition is not met (the end condition is set as maximum number of iterations max t ), then 1 t t , and back to Step 4; else output the global optimal position and go to next step.
Step 8: Update weighted signal covariance matrix by +1 1 +1 k k k P P C C C and the searching bound is updated by (10).
Step 9 
Simulation results and evaluation
In this section, we will give the simulation of the proposed QPSO-WSC-ML algorithms in impulsive noise background via computer simulations. Consider that direction tracking system is equipped with uniform linear arrays with half wavelength space, and the number of antenna is set as 8. The maximum number of sampling In the following, in order to illustrate the superiority of the proposed QPSO-WSC-ML, we compare QPSO-WSC-ML with PSO-FLOM-ML which was proposed in [11] . For QPSO, some parameters are set as follows, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict the direction tracking performance of the two tracking algorithms with 1.85 D and GSNR=4dB. Moreover, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show that QPSO-WSC-ML is more robust than PSO-FLOM-ML. 
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k k T are considered. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate the direction tracking performance of the two tracking algorithms for three independent signal sources with 1.5 D and GSNR=10dB. It can be seen that the tracking performance of QPSO-WSC-ML is better than that of PSO-FLOM-ML. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the direction tracking performance of the two tracking algorithms for three coherent signal sources with 1.5 D and GSNR=10dB. Compared with PSO-FLOM-ML, QPSO-WSC-ML has more robust tracking performance. From Fig. 3-6 , we can also see that it is easy to track independent signal sources with the same simulation condition. 
Conclusion
Based on the WSC-ML and QPSO, we have proposed a novel method which is named as QPSO-WSC-ML for tracking multiple moving targets in the impulse noise environment. By QPSO for the continuous optimization problem of the direction tracking, we can reduce the computational cost of WSC-ML and improve the searching accuracy of previous PSO algorithm. Our future work is to use the proposed QPSO-WSC-ML method to MIMO radar, and we will try to convert the method into the impulsive noise environment.
